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Justice Mariano-Florentino Cuéllar 
California Supreme Court

Favorite Series:  
Tied: TNG and Voyager 

Favorite Ship:  
USS Voyager 

Favorite Episode:  
The Enemy Within (TOS) 

Tapestry (TNG) 
Endgame (Voyager)



Jessica Mederson
Favorite Series:  
Next Generation 

Favorite Ship:  
USS Enterprise NCC-1701 

Favorite Episode:  
Parallels

@ediscmatters



Paul Grewal
Favorite Series:  
Original Series 

Favorite Ship:  
USS Reliant  

Favorite Episode:  
This Side of Paradise

@iampaulgrewal



Megan Hitchcock
Favorite Series:  
Galaxy Quest 

Favorite Ship:  
N.S.E.A. Protector (N.T.E. 3120] 

Favorite Episode:  
81

 @mhocshark



Neel Chatterjee 
Favorite Series:  
Next Generation 

Favorite Ship:  
USS Enterprise NCC-1701-D 

Favorite Episode:  
Space Seed

@neelchatterjee



Christine Peek
Favorite Series: 
Next Generation  

Favorite Ship:  
Klingon Bird-of-Prey  

(24th Century) 

Favorite Episode:  
Trouble with Tribbles 

@mcmanislaw



Joshua Gilliland
Favorite Series:  
Deep Space Nine 

Favorite Ship:  
USS Enterprise NCC-1701 

(Refit) 

Favorite Episode:  
Darmok 

@bowtielaw





Implication of the Prime Directive
The implementation of complex laws by organizations rather than courts.

The Apple The Omega DirectiveInto Darkness Justice

No identification of self or mission. No interference 
with the social development of said planet. No 
references to space or the fact that there are other 
worlds or civilizations.  

TOS, Bread and Circuses 



Right to Counsel
Judgment, Enterprise



What is a Person’s  
Right to Counsel?

“In all criminal prosecutions, the 
accused shall enjoy the right to a 
speedy and public trial, by an 
impartial jury of the State and 
district wherein the crime shall 

have been committed, … and to be 
informed of the nature an cause of 
the accusation; to be confronted 
with the witnesses against him; to 
have compulsory process for 
obtaining witnesses in his favor, 
and to have the Assistance of 

Counsel for his defense.” 
U.S. Const., Amend. VI.





Was Kolos Competent 
Counsel?

ABA Model Rule 1.1 Competence 

A lawyer shall provide competent representation to a client.  Competent 
representation requires the legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness and 
preparation reasonably necessary for the representation. 

Cal. Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 3-110 Failing to Act Competently 

(A) A member shall not intentionally, recklessly, or repeatedly fail to 
perform legal services with competence. 

(B) For purposes of this rule, “competence” in any legal service shall 
mean to apply the 1) diligence, 2) learning and skill, and 3) mental, 
emotional, and physical ability reasonably necessary for the 
performance of such service.



Cross-examination 
of Duras

Q: You would agree with me that the IKS Bortas is a far better ship than the Enterprise NX-01? 
A: [Yes] 

Q: The Bortas features a 360º rotating turret containing twin belly-mounted disruptor cannons? 
A: [Yes] 

Q: Whereas the NX-class is merely equipped with some “low-yield” particle cannons? 
A: [Yes]  

Q: You would agree with me that humans are inferior to Klingons in combat? 
A: [Yes]  

Q: But you failed to prevent Archer from escaping into a nearby planet’s ring system, where he 
could evade your superior weapons? 
A: [Yes] 

Q: And Archer was able to disable your sensors and take out your warp drive? 
A: [Yes] 



How Similar is Klingon Jurisprudence to 
the United States?  



Orak the Prosecutor 
ABA Model Rule 3.8 Special 
Responsibilities Of A 
Prosecutor 

“The prosecutor in a 
criminal case shall: (a) 
refrain from prosecuting a 
charge that the prosecutor 
knows is not supported by 
probable cause[.]” 



Right to a Fair Trial
Tribunal, Deep Space Nine

Chief Miles O’Brien was: 
Unlawfully stopped in Bajoran 
Space 
Arrested without Charges Stated 
Stripped 
Retina Scan 
Tooth Removed 
Charges Announced at Trial 
Verdict Already Given



Fair Trial

“[A] fair trial is one in which evidence 
subject to adversarial testing is 
presented to an impartial tribunal 
for resolution of issues defined in 

advance of the proceeding.”  
Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 
668, 685 (1984). 

Although the defendant has the right 
to remain silent, the defendant 
also has a constitutional right to 
testify.  Rock v. Arkansas, 483 U.S. 
44, 51-53 (1987) (right to testify is 
protected under the due process 
clauses, the Sixth Amendment 
compulsory process clause, and 
the Fifth Amendment right against 
self-incrimination).

5th and 14th Amendments
Right to a speedy trial 
Right to a public trial 
Right to trial by jury in 
felony and 
misdemeanor cases 
Right to be informed of 
the charges against 
you 
Right to be confronted 
with the witnesses 
against you 
Right to use the power 
of the court to compel 
the attendance of 
witnesses in your 
favor 
Right to counsel 

6th Amendment



Cardassian Justice

Antithesis of 5th, 6th, and 14th Amendments 

No Presumption of Innocence  

Sets New Record for Speedy 

Public Trial for Propaganda  

No cross-examination of Gul Evek’s “reliable sources”  

No Right Against Self-incrimination 

Right to Counsel Virtually Non-Existent 





Equal Protection
Measure of a Man, TNG



Duty of Loyalty 

Did	  Commander	  Riker’s	  
professional	  and	  personal	  
rela*onship	  with	  Commander	  
Data	  substan*ally	  affect	  
Commander	  Riker’s	  representa4on	  
of	  Commander	  Maddox	  in	  viola4on	  
of	  Cal.	  Rules	  of	  Professional	  
Conduct,	  Rule	  3-‐310(B)(2)	  Avoiding	  
the	  Representa4on	  of	  Adverse	  
Interests	  Rule?



Intellectual Property
Author, Author, Voyager 

The Supreme Court and Ninth Circuit have repeatedly referred 
to “persons” or “human beings” when analyzing authorship 

under the Act.  
See, e.g., Aalmuhammed v. Lee, 202 F.3d 1227, 1234 (9th Cir. 2000) 

Naruto v. Slater, 15-cv-04324 WHO 





Symbiont Culpability
Can a host be legally liable for the actions of a past 

host? Deep Space Nine, Dax



Cruel and Unusual Punishment
Hard Time, Deep Space Nine

Were Chief O’Brien’s rights violated with a simulated  
prison sentence of 20 years?



“I Don’t Believe in the No Win Scenario” 

The role of individuals and groups in deciding how or 
when to bend rules. 



Trial Advocacy
Rules of Engagement, Deep Space Nine



Trial Issues
How were the elements of the trial?  

Opening Statements?  

Witness Lists? 

Burden of Proof?  

Direct examinations? 

Cross-examinations?  

What evidentiary issues existed in the trial?  

Does the statement, “the truth must be 
won” adequately describe a trial?  

Was there an illegal search?  

Qualifying O’Brien as an expert witness  



Could Kirk sentence Khan to  
Ceti Alpha V?
Space Seed, TOS



“He was the best of the tyrants and the most dangerous.” 
Captain James T. Kirk

Subject to any treaty or agreement 
to which the United States is or may 
be a party or to any accepted rule of 
international law, persons serving 
with, employed by, or accompanying 
the armed forces outside the United 
States and outside the 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Guam, 
and the Virgin Islands. 

10 U.S.C. § 802, art. 2(a)(11) 
(emphasis added) 

Members of a regular component of 
the armed forces, including those 
awaiting discharge after expiration of 
their terms of enlistment; volunteers 
from the time of their muster or 
acceptance into the armed forces; 
inductees from the time of their 
actual induction into the armed 
forces; and other persons lawfully 
called or ordered into, or to duty in 
or for training in, the armed forces, 
from the dates when they are 
required by the terms of the call or 
order to obey it. 

10 U.S.C. § 802, art. 2(a)(1) 
(emphasis added) 



Computer Records
Court Martial, TOS



Kirk on Trial

What is the  6th Amendment Right to 
Confront Witness? 

What parts of the trial were similar 
to our courts?  

How was the trial different?  

What are the legal issues with 
confronting a computer report?  

Is a computer statement hearsay?



Business Records Exception
Records of a Regularly Conducted Activity. A record of an act, event, condition, opinion, or diagnosis if: 

(A) the record was made at or near the time by — or from information transmitted by — someone 

with knowledge; 

(B) the record was kept in the course of a regularly conducted activity of a business, organization, 
occupation, or calling, whether or not for profit; 

(C) making the record was a regular practice of that activity; 

(D) all these conditions are shown by the testimony of the custodian or another qualified witness, or 
by a certification that complies with Rule 902(11) or (12) or with a statute permitting certification; and 

(E) neither the opponent does not show that the source of information nor or the method or 
circumstances of preparation indicate a lack of trustworthiness. 

FRE 803(6)



Diversity in the Practice of Law 
Court Martial, TOS 



Women in the  
Practice of Law
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Captain 
Phillipa Louvois

Admiral T’Lara



Trial of Humanity
Was Q’s Trial Fair?



Leonard Nimoy
February 1990



Thanking Nimoy
May 2009



Questions?

The Legal Adventure is Just Beginning



Thank You
Justice Mariano-Florentino Cuéllar 

California Supreme Court

Jessica Mederson
@ediscmatters

Paul Grewal
@iampaulgrewal

Megan Hitchcock
 @mhocshark

Neel Chatterjee 
@neelchatterjee

Christine Peek

Joshua Gilliland
@bowtielaw

@TheLegalGeeks

@mcmanislaw


